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About This Content

Direwolf is free-to-play, but if you want to show some support for the devs and artists, you can become a supporter, and unlock
some sweet ingame and social perks.

(This will of course never give you any in-game advantages, as we do not want any sort of pay-to-win mechanics in our games.)
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Perk list

You gain TWICE as many experience points for each game.

You can have 5 ongoing quests, instead of just 3.

Unlock some unique cosmetics

You will receive a golden status marker on our Discord group.

Community title: Supporter
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LizardFactory
Publisher:
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"Purchase Tabletopia on Steam to gain full access to the service right now via your Steam client. "
"Tabletopia will be free-to-play after release."

I install and boot it up for the first time. I connect my steam account to their website, but it says I need an invite code. I click on
workshop and it says I need to purchase premium. I finally get it and try to play a game - any game. It keeps on saying I need to
pay more. After some more log in issues I finally switch from Chrome to Firefox, and download the latest Java and Unity Web
Player. I start loading a game, "Unexpected error". I try another one "The content was stopped because a fatal content error". I
try a few more games, as well as relogging in, and reloading my internet browser. Same errors and crashes.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
. amazing free experience love it. I couldn't even play the game on my laptop I tried multiple times to play and nothing worked. I
even uninstalled it 5 times and still nothing. The only part I saw of the game was the register menu and database error.. To sum
it up for you, it's basically a crappy p2w mobile shanghai clone ported on PC without it's p2w mechanics (unless I missed
something), so what you get here is basically a game built around forcing players to be spending money continuously for "power
ups" to overcome the impossible situations the game puts you in regularly. But since those mechanics are not present here, you
are left with a broken game.

Should you be owning this game? No, you should not and that's the tea on that.. This game is mediocre at best. For a 10.99 price
tag there are a lot of better games in this category.

Pros:
+ Some of the music is pretty good
+ There's an actual story to the game (even if they do reuse the same jokes)
+ Trophies are all easily attainable by playing
+ The implementation of a "shield" is a very interesting idea and adds another element to the genre.

Cons:
- Some of the art looks very strange. For example, when you move your ship sometimes the enemy sprites will lurch like they
are static images being dragged across the screen. Other times this happens to the background.
- So generic that I couldn't really tell you any major differences from one level to another. Just felt like I was in the same level
the entire game. Even the bosses are the same (aside from the fact that they have minor visual differences).
- Poor english translation so some things are a little confusing. For example when you play arcade a menu pops up at around
level 8 or so that gives you a 'yes' 'no' but I still have no idea what the 'yes' or 'no' really does.
- A lot of free achievements (If you're into that though I'm sure this would be a positive).
- Even the controls feels janky and lack a sense of transition from one frame to another making it hard to calculate movement
strategies.

All in all, it's definitely not the WORST but its a far cry from games already on steam like Mushihimesama. I wish I could give
it a middle rating because I'm sure people would think this game was GOOD but for me it was more disappointing than anything
else.. I have a demo video uploaded on my youtube page here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/0Gmfo0KGLzc

To me, this is a fun simulation to play or demo to others. Although the graphics are simple, it works for what it is. The controls
are easy to learn and you can just jump in and play, but the tutorial portion of the game is always there in the begining which
can be a little anoying wwhen you already know the controls, it makes you go through them each time. I hope the developer adds
some really tall skyscrapers or bridges with construction, like lifting I-beams or equipement. Inside the platform of the crane is
very basic with no other interaction besides controlling the crane itself, would be nice to be able to use some of the buttons on
the fuse boxto say start up the crane, or the elevator, maybe some alarms or safety switches, I dont know, make you have to start
it up etc. There is a constant musical beat repeating in the background that gets very repetative quick, would be nice to be able
to mute or change, perhaps add your own tracks from steam library. Also no way to end the game inside the game, no menu.
Thoes are a few things that I would say needs a little work, but the fun factor for me is the job simulator kinda game, your a
crane operator loading and unloading containers on a cargo ship, with a time limit and money earnings...what can you buy with
the money...not sure yet, maybe the developer will figure out something, but for now the money is your score :) So if you've
ever wanted to be up in a crane picking up containers and moving them into position, this game is for you. As for replaying, sure
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I will try to beat my score with better precision and less damage and will continue to play if more areas are developed. I've been
using this software with SketchUp to quickly put myself in a 3d model. Very easy to use and one of my favorite VR tools.. Why
are you selling me a game I can't even play by myself when I'm the only one trying to play it?. while the graphics leave a bit to
be desired the tactical play is sophisticated and the tutorials aspect are done very well leading you quickly into the game. There
appears to be a lot of depth and subtlety under the hood. At first it will seem pretty easy but things will change ;-)
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It looked like it might be a bit of fun, especially for the low price, but the controls are funky and the art inconsistent, and
everything is just a bit clunky.. Confusing, graphically sterile, and a desperate cash grab.. It looks nice. If you install any kind of
wheels on this car, they will become bigger to fit with the car :D
I recommned it.. It is so full of bugs that it is impossible to play. Don't waste money on this game.. So i've almost completed this
game and this is my take as a fan of both action\/fps and exploration\/rpg games (please note i was hoping for a bit more RPG
elements so my opinion might be biased accordingly.)

Combat is super fun, if you want a game that gives you mindless shooting from time to time with some hilarious possibilities,
this game is for you.

If you are looking for a game with a deep lore, exploration, upgradability\/customisation and quests, unfortunately i advise you
to skip this game or get it when it's for sale around 20-25 bucks ( i can't give this game more worth)

- The world has "events" and objectives to do, unfortunately it becomes stale and the same after the first 5-6 hours, the vehicle
controls are a bit buggy and lack customization.
- The game has quite a bit of dialog and other bugs.
- The story is half baked, but for a game like this we all know story is not it's aim nor purpose.
- Some of the guns are either useless or underpowered compared to others, i for one only found myself using 2-3 guns during
the whole game.
- The towns feel empty, but at the same time populated, it's hard to explain the feeling but the towns don't feel like they have
important people in it, everyone feels more or less useless specks of dust with no deeper backstory or something you can get
attached to.
- The A.I is a bit dodgy. If you are experienced in such games it's quite easy to "take advantage" of the A.I
- Boss fights are underwhelming, i for one played on the Nightmare difficulty but always found myself killing the "boss" in the
first 20-30 seconds without dodging anything, having an issue? Just pop rage and melt everything.
- Did i mention the vehicle controls are almost at the same level of watch dogs controls?
- A lot of the quests don't explain the backbone of it, or better to say they explain the quest in an underwhelming way.
- Once you explore the available zone towns, that's pretty much it, there are none (at least i did not find any) interesting NPC's
living out in the world doing their own thing.
- MC development story is weak as hell.
- Only preset guns with no big changes to them, only make them stronger and shoot faster.
- Only one upgradable vehicle
- Skills and other power-up upgrades feels kinda useless once you get your sweet spot of couple usable skills.
- Instead of A.I becoming harder in higher difficulties, it just becomes more like a bullet sponge.
- Lack of side activities with towns and NPC's, makes the game feel a bit more "dead"

That's pretty much it, i was a big fan of Rage, even though the first game was not finished, most of you that played it remember
what happened with the Authority, you went into a base bam bam bam and its done, end of game. With that said i would still say
that rage 1 catched my eye more than rage 2 and in fact it had more things to do in the town, such as mini games and so on.

It feels like rage could be a lot more, and should be a lot more considering the day and age we all live in, but is it? That's a
dependable question, it is in fact better than rage 1 in some aspects but in others it failed to catch the hearts of me and my
buddies.

So in full honesty, if you don't mind spending 60 euros for some mindless shooting now and then, go for it. If you are looking
for something more that has content, you should either wait a bit more for that golden nugget or play some of the older great
games.

It is hard to tell you this truth, considering the lack of good new single player fps shooters we have these days, in no way this
game is worth 60 euros\/dollars in its current state, and i dare to say getting some DLC would not fix the issue, if you want to get
a great shooter, you should wait for the upcoming DOOM title, maybe it will live up to the expectations of the masses.

Nevertheless, i will recommend this game for you who doesn't really care about money and just wants to spend a day or two
playing this game before you forget it and never open it again. I for one did enjoy my gameplay from start to finish with some
"hiccups", but then again my opinion is biased and i was a big fan of rage title, keep that in mind.. I love the DLC with the AP
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sound pack ,but RSC made a great light and livery texture , love to use it in scenarios , thank you DTG for making it public this
is why I own reskins , this claggy noisy beast
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